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Utility of second-generation single-energy metal artifact reduction in helical lung computed 

tomography for patients with pulmonary arteriovenous malformation after coil embolization 

Abstract 

Purpose: The quality of images acquired using single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR) on helical 

lung computed tomography (CT) in patients with pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (PAVM) after coil 

embolization was retrospectively evaluated. 

Materials and methods: CT images were reconstructed with and without SEMAR. Twenty-seven lesions 

(20 patients [2 male, 18 female], mean age 61.2 ± 11.0 years; number of embolization coils, 9.8 ± 5.0) on 

contrast-enhanced CT and 18 lesions of non-enhanced lung CT concurrently performed were evaluated. 

Regions of interest were positioned around the coils, and mean standard deviation value was compared as 

noise index. Two radiologists visually evaluated metallic coil artifacts using a four-point scale: 4 = minimal; 

3 = mild; 2 = strong; 1 = extensive.

Results: Noise index was significantly improved with SEMAR versus without SEMAR (median 

[interquartile range]; 194.4 [161.6–211.9] Hounsfield units [HU] vs. 243.9 [220.4–286.0] HU; p < 0.001). 

Visual score was significantly improved with SEMAR versus without SEMAR (Reader 1, 3 [3–3] vs.1 [1–

1]; Reader 2, 3 [3–3] vs.1 [1–1]; p < 0.001). Significant differences were similarly demonstrated on lung 

CT (p < 0.001). 

Conclusion: SEMAR provided clear chest CT images in patients who underwent PAVM coil embolization. 

Keywords: Artifact reduction · Metal implants · CT · Pulmonary arteriovenous malformation · Single 

energy metal artifact reduction algorithm 



Introduction 

Pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (PAVM) is an abnormal connection between the pulmonary arterial 

and pulmonary venous circulation with no intervening capillary bed, and may cause life-threatening 

complications (e.g. stroke, cerebral abscess, and hemoptysis) [1, 2]. Transcatheter coil embolization is one 

of the standard treatment options for PAVM, and imaging follow-up after treatment is critically important 

in investigating embolotherapy complications, PAVM recurrence, or recanalization. Computed-tomography 

(CT) is a general follow-up tool currently used for PAVM; however, embolization coils may give rise to 

metallic artifacts that degrade image quality of follow-up chest CT, which in turn impairs the assessment 

of post-embolization complications and arteriovenous malformation (AVM) recurrence. Metallic artifacts 

from embolization coils can also be an obstacle to the assessment of other lung or soft tissue lesions in the 

chest wall and mediastinum. 

To date, numerous methods have been applied to reduce the occurrence of metallic artifacts, and 

several metal artifact reduction software programs (e.g. monochromatic images of dual-energy CT [3, 4], 

iterative method [5, 6]) are now available. Recently, a new metal-artifact reduction technique, single-energy 

metallic artifact reduction (SEMAR), has been introduced into clinical practice. In fact, the utility of 

SEMAR has been reported for metallic artifact reduction from dental prostheses [7–10], hip prostheses [10–

12], knee prostheses [13], surgical ligation clips for hepatocellular carcinoma treatment [14], and cardiac 

devices [15]. SEMAR was reported to be more effective for metallic artifact reduction than monochromatic 

imaging using dual-energy CT with metal artifact reduction software [13, 17]. 

In the abdominal field, several studies have reported the utility of SEMAR for the reduction of 

metallic artifacts from embolization coils [10, 14, 16]. However, our search of the literature failed to find 

any studies describing the effectiveness of SEMAR in reducing artifacts from embolization coils in the 

chest field. First-generation SEMAR was applied to volume scanning alone, which covered a maximum of 

16 cm in the z axis, and was inadequate for the full evaluation of PAVMs because PAVMs are often multiple. 



Recently, second-generation SEMAR, which can be applied to helical data acquisition, was introduced. We 

hypothesized that second-generation SEMAR could reduce metallic artifacts from embolization coils and 

improve image quality, even in follow-up chest CT after PAVM treatment. 

Thus, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of the SEMAR technique for metallic 

artifact reduction on chest CT in patients with PAVM after coil embolization. 

Materials and methods 

The institutional review board of the authors’ hospital approved this retrospective clinical study, and waived 

requirements for informed consent. 

Patient population 

Using the institution’s radiologic database, chest CECT images of patients with PAVM who underwent coil 

embolization between May 2015 and April 2017 were retrospectively reviewed. Twenty patients (2 male, 

18 female; mean age 61.2 ± 11.0 years [range 40–79 years]) with 27 different lesions (type of PAVM; 24 

simple, 3 complex; maximal mean diameter of PAVM sack, 7.8 ± 4.0 mm [range 3–18.9 mm]) (platinum 

alloy embolization coil; average number of coils, 9.8 ± 5.0 [range 2–23]) were included in this study. Simple 

type PAVMs consist of one or more feeding arteries arising from the same segmental artery, and complex 

type AVMs consist of multiple feeders from different segmental arteries [2]. In addition, 12 patients (2 male, 

10 female; mean age 59.3 ± 13.5 years) with 18 lesions who concurrently underwent non-enhanced lung 

CT suitable for evaluation were reviewed. No patient was affected by chronic renal failure or contrast 

medium allergy, and the CECT inspection was performed without marked complications. Severe 

postoperative complications (e.g., considerable hemoptysis, cerebral or myocardial infarction, 

embolization coil migration) did not occur. 

CT image acquisition 



CT scans were acquired using a 320-row scanner (Aquilion ONE ViSION, Toshiba Medical Systems, 

Otawara, Japan). The following scanning parameters were used: scan mode, helical; helical pitch, 0.813; 

gantry rotation time, 0.5 s; detector configuration, 80 rows × 0.5 mm; tube voltage, 120 kVp. The tube 

current was adjusted using automatic exposure control (VolumeEC, Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, 

Japan) with a standard deviation (SD) setting of 11.5. The mean CT dose index volume and dose length 

product (with scan range) were 13.8 ± 2.8 mGy and 581.3 ± 123.8 mGy cm in CECT, and 14.4 ± 3.2 mGy 

and 615.0 ±147.1 mGy cm in unenhanced CT. A nonionic iodine contrast medium (300 mgI/mL or 370 

mgI/mL, total dose of 600 mgI/kg) was delivered at 3 mL/s and CT scan was performed for 14 s after 

initiation of injection. 

CT image reconstruction 

The following parameters were used in all reconstruction algorithms: slice thickness, 1.0 mm; slice interval, 

0.8 mm; field of view, 28–36 cm (adjusted to body size). A soft tissue kernel (FC09) was used in CECT, 

and a lung kernel (FC53) was used in unenhanced CT. From the helical scan data, axial images were 

reconstructed with only adaptive iterative dose reduction (AIDR)-3D and AIDR-3D with SEMAR. The 

AIDR only (non-SEMAR) and SEMAR images were used in the final analyses. AIDR is a hybrid iterative 

reconstruction algorithm that is widely used in clinical practice. 

SEMAR algorithm 

The SEMAR algorithm [11, 18] uses various steps of data segmentation, forward projection (FPJ), 

interpolation and back projection (BPJ) to remove metallic artifacts. The metals are segmented on the 

original images, and the metal image data are reconstructed using FPJ to identify metal traces in the 

sinogram. The metal data points in the sinogram are replaced with interpolated values using the neighboring 

non-metal data points. The interpolated sinogram is reconstructed using BPJ, and the resulting image 

volume is classified into several tissues. This information is reconstructed using FPJ and the resulting 



sinogram is blended with the original sinogram to further exclude residual metallic artifacts. Finally, the 

image data with reduced metallic artifacts are reconstructed using BPJ, which are blended with the metal 

image data to obtain the final SEMAR image. SEMAR reconstruction required a few minutes to acquire a 

series of lung CT images. 

Image analysis

Objective evaluation: A board-certified radiologist with seven years of clinical experience measured the 

CT attenuation values using a circular region of interest (ROI). ROIs were positioned on each image around 

the coil mass. Image noise was defined as the SD in Hounsfield units (HU) [8–10, 13, 16]. The average 

image noise around the coil was considered to be a noise index of metallic artifact. ROIs were defined as 

areas of approximately 100 mm2, and the number of ROIs was six to 10. ROIs were placed every 1 cm from 

metal mass, and the ROI setting was consistent between non-SEMAR and SEMAR algorithms (Fig. 1). 

For the evaluation of visualization of drainage vein, reconstructed lung CT images were used 

with and without SEMAR. Oblique images were reconstructed to depict the shortest distance between the 

coils and drainage vein. The shortest distance without metallic artifact was measured in the oblique images 

(Fig. 2). 

Subjective evaluation: An axial slice of the coil mass used for objective evaluation was adopted as the key 

image in all lesions. The window width and level were set to 350 HU and 30 HU, respectively, in the soft 

tissue images, and set to 1500 HU and -600 HU in the lung images. The images were provided in random 

order and blindly evaluated by two board-certified radiologists with 15 and 17 years of clinical experience. 

Visual assessments regarding streak artifacts were graded as follows: 4 (excellent) = minimal artifacts, 

provides very useful information for diagnosis; 3 (good) = mild artifacts, provides adequate information; 2

(fair) = strong artifacts, provides inadequate information; and 1 (poor) = extensive artifacts, provides no 



diagnostic information [8]. We assessed the apparent nearest structures in soft tissue conditions (e.g. chest 

wall, rib, mediastinum, heart) and those in lung conditions (e.g. lung vessel, bronchus, lobule interval wall) 

according to the reference images of metallic artifact (Fig. 3). Reference images were selected from patients 

not included in this study. 

Statistical analysis 

All data are reported as median (interquartile range) because the data were non-normally distributed. For 

image quality assessment, the noise index, shortest distance between coils and drainage vein, and visual 

score were compared between non-SEMAR and SEMAR algorithms using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 

The interobserver agreement on visual score was evaluated using linear weighted kappa statistics. 

Interpretation of kappa values was based on guidelines [19], representing poor (<0.00), slight (0.00–0.20), 

fair (0.21–0.40), moderate (0.41–0.60), substantial (0.61–0.80), or almost perfect (0.81–1.00) agreement. 

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), and 

p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. 

Results 

Detailed results of the image analyses are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 4. 

Objective evaluation 

Noise index in CECT was significantly improved using SEMAR (194.4 [161.6–211.9] HU) compared with 

non-SEMAR (243.9 [220.4–286.0] HU) (p < 0.001). SEMAR also significantly improved the noise index 

in unenhanced lung CT (394.7 [351.1–444.9] HU to 307.6 [273.2–334.6] HU) (p < 0.001). Image noise 

was more prominent on the lung image, both with non-SEMAR and SEMAR images. 

The shortest distance between the coils and drainer without metallic artifact was significantly 

improved using SEMAR (1.8 [0–5.6] mm) compared with non-SEMAR (3.6 [0.88–8.8] mm) (p = 0.0014). 



Subjective evaluation 

Conclusive interobserver agreement regarding the visual evaluation of metallic artifacts ranged from 0.63 

to as high as 0.89. The visual score of non-SEMAR vs. SEMAR in soft tissue condition were as follows: 

Reader 1, 1 (1–1) vs. 3(3–3); Reader 2, 1 (1–1) vs. 3 (3–3), and the score was improved significantly, 

respectively (p < 0.001). The visual score in lung condition was: Reader 1, 2 (1–2) vs. 3 (3–3); Reader 2, 2 

(1–2) vs. 3 (3–3), the score was also improved significantly, respectively (p < 0.001). 

Representative cases of the effectiveness of SEMAR for the reduction of metallic artifacts is 

shown as below. In case of Figure 5, SEMAR reconstruction removed dark band artifact and revealed an 

opacified ground-glass density suspicious for pneumorrhagia. In addition, drainage vein with streak artifact 

seemed to be enhanced in CECT without SEMAR. However, SEMAR reconstruction removed streak 

artifact revealed unenhanced drainer (pseudo-enhancement). Visual score of non-SEMAR vs. SEMAR was 

1 vs. 3 both in soft tissue and lung condition, respectively. In case of Figure 6, SEMAR reconstruction also 

disclosed “pseudo-enhancement” of drainer. The visual score of non-SEMAR vs. SEMAR was 1 vs. 3 in 

soft tissue condition, respectively. The score in lung condition was Reader #1, 1 vs. 3; Reader #2, 2 vs. 3 

on right lower lobe lesion, and Reader #1, 2 vs. 3; Reader #2, 3 vs. 3 on left lower lobe lesion. A case of 

SEMAR with multiple lesions showed severe metallic artifacts in Figure 7. The image was inadequate for 

evaluation with and without SEMAR reconstruction. Visual score of non-SEMAR vs. SEMAR was 1 vs. 2, 

respectively. 

Discussion  

This study investigated the metallic artifact reduction effect of the SEMAR algorithm in helical chest CT 

after coil embolization. The results demonstrated that the SEMAR algorithm improved the objective noise 

index and subjective visual score of CT images after coil embolization. Compared with the non-SEMAR 

algorithm, SEMAR significantly reduced image noise, and was useful both in soft tissue and lung 



conditions.

In the objective study, the noise index in soft tissue conditions was better than in lung conditions. 

Previous literature reports have suggested that high-resolution (edge enhancement) kernel-like lung kernels 

resulted in a relatively higher SD value than soft tissue kernels in the phantom study [20, 21]; the results of 

our study should reflect the difference in reconstruction kernel. 

Previous literature reports have described that SEMAR significantly improved image noise index 

defined as SD in HU and visually evaluated scores in both volume mode [7, 8, 11, 12, 13–16] and helical 

mode [9, 12]. Previous studies have assessed the effect of coil metallic artifact reduction only in the 

abdominal field on volume CT [10, 14, 16]. However, our study demonstrated the utility of SEMAR, even 

in the lung field, on helical CT in patients with PAVM after coil embolization. Previous studies have also 

reported that SEMAR reconstruction visualized hidden lesions around metallic implants including tongue 

cancer [8], a mature teratoma and a vesical stone [12], and a thrombosed component of the renal artery 

aneurysm [16]. Because SEMAR also enabled the depiction of lesion(s) adjacent to pulmonary 

embolization coils in our cases (Fig. 3), it can potentially increase the detection rate of other lung and soft 

tissue diseases. 

Two metal masses in the same horizontal section exhibited more severe metallic artifacts and 

both of the observers graded relatively poor visual evaluation score (Fig. 6, 7). Sonoda et al [10] reported 

that the presence of bilateral hip prostheses, some embolization coils, or dental prostheses in the same 

horizontal section can produce stronger metallic artifacts and decrease metallic artifact reduction with 

SEMAR. They believed that nonlinear interpolation of metal images in the SEMAR process may have been 

the cause. Embolization coils in case of PAVM can decrease metallic artifact reduction with SEMAR 

because multiple PAVMs often occur in patients with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia [1, 2]. Complex 

PAVM may cause more severe metallic artifacts because the embolization coils can become distorted for 

multiple feeding arteries of complex PAVM. For other factors decreasing the effect of metallic artifact 



reduction, Sofue et al [14] reported that metallic artifacts of embolization coils were more prominently 

improved than that of surgical clips with SEMAR reconstruction on quantitative evaluation. They reported 

that the higher atomic number of the embolization coil material (platinum) versus surgical clip (titanium) 

may lead to more metallic artifacts and result in remarkable improvement with SEMAR reconstruction. To 

assess effective or ineffective factors of metallic artifact reduction on SEMAR, multilateral viewpoints 

should be examined in future experimental and clinical studies. 

There are many modalities for follow-up after PAVM embolization including arterial blood 

partial pressure, oxygen shunt testing, contrast echocardiography, chest radiography, non-enhanced CT, 

CECT, and pulmonary angiography [1, 2]. Time-resolved magnetic resonance angiography has recently 

been used for the evaluation of reperfusion [22]. However, consensus regarding the optimal follow-up 

examination has yet to be reached. Although pulmonary angiography is the most reliable modality for 

evaluation of reperfusion, its invasiveness―requiring a deep venipuncture operation―makes it difficult to 

perform routinely for follow-up of lesions. CT examination (either non-enhanced or enhanced) is the 

primary follow-up tool currently used because of its convenience and low level of invasiveness [2, 23–26]. 

On follow-up CT after embolotherapy, the shrinkage percentage of the aneurysmal sack or drainage vein 

(> 70% or 30 %) and/or the diameter of the drainage vein (< 3 mm or 2.5 mm) have been reported as general 

predictors of adequate embolization in the literature [23–26]. In our study, the drainage vein around the 

metal mass was more clearly detected using SEMAR reconstruction. Several studies have also reported that 

SEMAR reconstruction revealed hidden neighboring arteries around metal implants [14–16]. Thus, 

SEMAR can reveal adjacent structures around metal implants. In addition, our cases of SEMAR revealed 

“pseudo-enhancement” of drainer around coils (Fig. 5, 6). SEMAR may provide more accurate evaluation 

of recanalization after embolotherapy, and correct evaluation of drainer’s enhancement may have the 

potential to provide additional information about embolization attainment. 

Our study had some limitations, this first of which was its retrospective design, which resulted 



in deficiency of data reconstructed using a lung kernel in CECT. Moreover, we compared CECT images in 

soft tissue conditions and non-enhanced CT images in lung conditions. Second, this was a single-center 

study and, as such, investigated only a small sample of patients with varied numbers, types, diameters, and 

lengths of lesions of PAVM embolization coils. Although a comparison between the simple PAVM and 

complex PAVM groups is warranted, we were unable to perform the requisite experiments because of the 

small number of sample cases (24 simple type lesions and three complex type lesions). Finally, because 

SEMAR is new, reference data are currently scarce. We must confirm that the SEMAR image reflects the 

true status of adjacent structures. Further prospective multicenter studies, including comparisons with 

pulmonary angiography or magnetic resonance imaging, should be performed to evaluate the clinical value 

of this technique. 

Conclusion 

The SEMAR algorithm improved the quality of chest CT images obtained in patients after PAVM coil 

embolotherapy. 
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Figure 1. A 51-year-old woman clinically diagnosed with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, who 

underwent embolization of a pulmonary arteriovenous malformation using metallic coils. Regions of 

interest were consistently placed around the coil mass in non-single energy metal artifact reduction 

(SEMAR) images and SEMAR images. (a) Axial contrast-enhanced (CE) computed tomography (CT) 

image not reconstructed with the SEMAR algorithm reveals prominent, sharp, streak artifacts. (b) Axial 

CECT image reconstructed using the SEMAR algorithm demonstrating markedly reduced artifacts, and the 

cardiac wall adjacent to the metallic coils is clearly depicted. (c) Axial non-enhanced lung CT image 

reconstructed without SEMAR algorithm also demonstrates strong metallic artifacts. (d) Axial non-

enhanced lung CT image reconstructed with SEMAR algorithm also demonstrates marked reduction of the 

metallic artifacts and an almost clear depiction of the lung structures. 



Figure 2. A 54-year-old woman who underwent embolization of a pulmonary arteriovenous malformation 

on left lower lobe using metallic coils. Oblique image was reconstructed from lung CT in order to show the 

shortest distance between coils and drainage vein. (a) Drainage vein around the coil was partially unclear 

without single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR) reconstruction because of the metallic artifact. 

The shortest distance without metallic artifact measured 5.9 mm. (b) Drainage vein was almost clearly 

visualized with SEMAR reconstruction. The shortest distance without metallic artifact measured 0.88 mm 



Figure 3. Reference images in lung condition for visually evaluation selected from the patients which were 

not included to this study. (a) 1 (poor) = extensive artifacts, provides no diagnostic information. (b) 2 (fair) 

= strong artifacts, provides inadequate information. (c) 3 (good) = mild artifacts, provides adequate 

information. (d) 4 (excellent) = minimal artifacts, provides very useful information for diagnosis. 



Figure 4. Visual image scores in 27 cases after pulmonary arteriovenous malformation coil embolization, 

reconstructed without and with single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR) using a soft tissue kernel 

(FC53) or lung kernel (FC09) 



Figure 5. A 48-year-old woman with multiple pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (PAVM) clinically 

diagnosed with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. (a), (b) Enhanced and non-enhanced computed 

tomography (CT) images revealing a feeding artery of PAVM lesion in the right upper lobe before 

embolotherapy. (c), (d) Non-enhanced lung CT images of the PAVM lesion three days after coil 

embolization. Strong metallic artifacts exist around metal mass on CT without single-energy metal artifact 

reduction (SEMAR)  reconstruction in (c). CT image reconstructed with SEMAR algorithm demonstrates 

marked reduction of the metallic artifacts and reveals ground glass density (arrow) beside metal mass 

suspected of minor pneumorrhagia for embolotherapy in (d). (e), (f) Enhanced CT images of the PAVM 

lesion three days after coil embolization. Extreme metallic artifacts hamper the visualization of coils and 

chest wall structure without SEMAR reconstruction, and drainage vein of PAVM (arrow) seemed to be 

enhanced in (e). CT image reconstructed with SEMAR reveals detailed shape of the coils and chest wall 

structure, and drainage vein (arrow) seemed to be unenhanced in (f).



Figure 6. A 74-year-old woman with multiple pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (PAVM) post 

embolotherapy for left lower lobe lesion after three days, and right lower lobe lesion after one month. (a), 

(b) Non-enhanced CT images of the PAVM lesion. Strong metallic artifacts exist around coils on CT without 

single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR) reconstruction in (a). CT image reconstructed with 

SEMAR algorithm demonstrates marked reduction of the metallic artifacts in (b). (c), (d) Enhanced CT 

images of the PAVM lesions. Extreme metallic artifacts exist expressly between coils, and drainage vein 

(arrow) of left lower lobe lesion seemed to be enhanced in (c). CT image reconstructed with SEMAR reveals 

detailed shape of the coils and chest wall structure, and drainage vein (arrow) beside coil mass seemed to 

be unenhanced in (d).



Figure 7. A 48-year-old woman with multiple pulmonary arteriovenous malformations clinically diagnosed 

with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (same patient as Figure 5). (a) Without single-energy metal 

artifact reduction (SEMAR) reconstruction, both observers reported that extensive metallic artifacts made 

it impossible to evaluate neighboring structures of lung. (b) While metallic artifacts shrink with SEMAR 

reconstruction, the image quality is not sufficiently high to permit assessment of neighboring structures.
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Table 1. Comparison of computed tomography (CT) images after pulmonary arteriovenous malformation coil embolotherapy, reconstructed without and with 

single-energy metal artifact reduction (SEMAR) using a soft tissue kernel (FC53) or lung kernel (FC09) 

Without SEMAR With SEMAR Comparison (p value) 

Soft tissue kernel CT value -325.2 (-483.3–-145.5) HU -321.7 (-500.2–-151.2) HU 

(27 lesions)  Noise index 243.9 (220.4–286.0) HU 194.4 (161.6–211.9) HU <0.001* 

Image score Reader 1 1 (1–1) 3(3–3) <0.001* 

Reader 2 1 (1–1) 3(3–3) <0.001* 

Kappa value 0.89 0.63 

Lung kernel CT value -326.5 (-491.0–-167.1) HU -268.0 (-453.1–-155.2) HU 

(18 lesions) Noise index 394.7 (351.1–444.9) HU 307.6 (273.2–334.6) HU <0.001* 

Image score Reader 1 2 (1–2) 3(3–3) <0.001* 

Reader 2 2 (1–2) 3(3–3) <0.001* 

Kappa value 0.82 0.72 

Data presented as median (interquartile range). *Statistically significant 

CT value: mean CT value around coil mass 

Noise index: standard deviation around coil mass 

Image score: visual evaluation of the metallic coil artifacts scored using a four-point scale; 4 = minimal; 3 = mild; 2 = strong; 1 = extensive

Kappa value: interobserver agreement evaluated with linear-weighted kappa statistic 


